Poly fees steady in accord with governor's plan

By Greg Manifold
Daily Staff Writer

With the cost of living going up almost daily, California State University students received pleasant news this year.

For the first time in over five years the State University Fee did not increase, but remained steady at $1584 for full-time students.

The CSU system had been anticipating a 10 percent fee increase in accord with the governor's plan, but after the state legislature and Gov. Wilson offered additional funding, the fee increase was no longer necessary.

Frank Lebens, vice president for administration and finance, explained why there was such a tremendous effort to avoid a fee increase this year.

"Nobody wants fee increases for the sake of fee increases," Lebens said. "The legislature took steps to implement the governor's compact, which states that for a one-percent increase in enrollment, you don't want to spend less per student. We want to spend at least the same amount per student."

"We would like to spend more per student and recover some of what we've lost from budget cuts over the last five years. But that's unlikely."

This year, the legislature gave an extra $82 million, or the top of the $429 million already earmarked, to ensure that there was no fee hike.

The steady of student fees follows several years of erratic increases ranging from 10 percent to 40 percent.

See BUDGET page 3

Minority enrollment continues to increase; Fresmen class more diverse than the rest

Colleen M. Riley
Daily Staff Writer

The face of Cal Poly is becoming more and more diverse as minority student enrollment continues to increase.

This year's freshman class has more minorities enrolled than the sophomore, junior and senior classes. Of the 2,513 freshmen on campus, 982 have an ethnic background other than white.

Within the past 12 years, minorities at Cal Poly have more than doubled. They comprise approximately 36 percent of the students enrolled this year.

According to Everardo Martinez-Inzunza, coordinator of multicultural programs at Cal Poly, the campus is not reflective of the real world.

"The 18 to 19-year-old ethnic makeup of the state is far more diverse than what is represented at Cal Poly," Martinez-Inzunza said. "(Cal Poly's makeup) does show progress, however, providing an opportunity for the public to see how the state's diversity is changing."

The growth in diversity at Poly may be attributed to the Education Equity Plan, enacted in 1986 by the administration.

See MINORITY page 2

Bar to offer on-line access; will connect across the country

By Asil Usrlsk
Daily Staff Writer

For all waiting to use the Internet over a frothy glass of Samuel Adams, the wait shouldn't be long.

The Library, a bar that spurred protest from local merchants, will be opening next to Mother's Tavern in mid-November complete with Internet access.

Bill Hales, The Library's owner and owner of Frog and Peach Pub, said patrons will be able to communicate with hooked up coffee shops and bars across the nation.

"We'd like to have interaction between bars," Hales said. "Patrons of The Library can talk to people across the country.

Hales said he came up with the idea when he heard of coffee shops with Internet access. Though he hadn't seen many bars "hooked up," Hales said an on-line bar would be "cutting edge."

Hales has already contacted coffee shops hooked up to the Internet. One is under CYBERJAVA in Venice and the other under CYBERCAFE in New York City.

Hales compared the concept with radios coming into bars in the 1920s and televisions coming into bars in the 1940s and 1950s.

"People came to bars to watch TV or listen to radios because they couldn't afford them at home," Hales said. "This is the same concept. People can use and learn about the Internet over a beer."

Hales plans to hire tutors to help novices feel more comfortable.

"It's the wave of the future," he said.

And it seems smooth now, but The Library generated controversy when Hale first proposed it to the City Planning Commission.

Some merchants appealed to the San Luis Obispo City Council when Hales' plans were approved.

See LIBRARY page 3

Campaign targets late-night crowd

By Angela Lomanto
Daily Staff Writer

If you ask downtown's late-night business owners about the trash left by their patrons, you're likely to get some pretty angry responses.

"These people have total disrespect for other people's property," said Bill Hales, owner of the Frog and Peach Pub.

"People often kick over trash cans or vomit or urinate on the sidewalks," Hales said.

In an effort to combat this messy problem, the owners are beginning an awareness campaign aimed at San Luis Obispo's late night crowd.

"It will begin as an awareness campaign on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings and run for a year," said Pete Eberle of the Business Improvement Association.

Eberle has encouraged late-night owners and other to see TRASH page 3
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The Children's hope Foundation is recruiting student interns who have bright minds, an excellent heart and a commitment to college units may be available. For more information, contact Connie Hanretty at: 549-0586.

MINORITIES: Cal Poly changes admittance to diversify student enrollment

From page 1

"Every student meets the minimum (CBU) qualifications for admittance," Haynes said. "However, because certain programs are impacted, a student needs more than minimum qualifications.

According to Martinez-Inzunza the way in which students are entering the Cal Poly system has changed over the years and has been very effective. According to Martinez-Inzunza the way in which students are entering the Cal Poly system has changed over the years and has been very effective.

"A more diverse faculty would show support to the minority students who apply. These kids need mentors to come to," Haynes added.

"A more diverse faculty would show support to the minority students who apply. These kids need mentors to come to," Haynes added. Hewlett-Packard and Cal Poly... A winning partnership

Hewlett-Packard hired more than 30 grads from Cal Poly last year. We expect this year to be as good or better and we'd like to talk to you about the exciting opportunities we have at HP.

We are interviewing for December, March and June BS/BA and MS/MBA grads in the EE/EL, CPE, CES, ME, IE and BUS/MIS fields for career positions throughout HP in the U.S.

On Campus

October 25th & 26th

No Bid Points required!

Just request that your Student Data Summary be sent to HP by September 29th. Our recruiters will then screen and select who we will interview from that list.

Be sure to get your resume and Student Data Summary turned into the Career Services Office by September 29th. If that's not possible, send your resume by October 9th to: Ken_Larson@hp-roseville.0m2.em.com

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to affirmative action and work force diversity.
BUDGET: Higher enrollment reduces Poly's cuts

From page 1
The highest jump was between the 1991-1992 and 1992-1993 school years, when the fee jumped from $936 to $1308.

The most money the CSU system receives, according to Rideau, is from the "3 percent increase system wide."

Rideau, CSU lead Budget Analyst for Business and Finance, explained that even though enrollment has not entirely met, raising fees nominally would have been difficult because the finalized budget came after some schools were already in session.

"No one wanted a fee increase, so we made adjustments to the budget plan to cover losses," Rideau said. "We didn't feel it was in our best interest to change fees, plus it was so late."

Rideau praised the work of Gov. Wilson and the legislature to ensure there was not a fee increase.

"It's very encouraging that the governor and the state are committed and focused on education," Rideau said. "Their help has lowed us to worry about how we are going to increase the budget, but not planning on cuts."

According to Rideau, the more money the CSU system receives, the greater the chances of reaching enrollment goals. Years of cutbacks and harmed enrollment, he said.

"Our efforts are to get back to pre-eliminating enrollment," Rideau said. "We are getting budget increases in instead of decreases as in the past several years, but we are doing it at a slow rate, not as a recovery effort."

Lebens described how Cal Poly is affected when budget demands aren't able to be met.

"We have enrollment targets we have to meet, and when the resources don't meet expectations we have to find ways to be more efficient in order to achieve these enrollment targets," Lebens said.

Lebens said, "If you do that, you get no problem with Bill." It seems Hales feels the same. "If there's one of those things Hales said, "It's behind us. You can't really hold grudges."

"I think people blew it completely out of proportion," said Jens Wessel, a bartender at Mother's Tavern.

"I think it's great that he's following his dreams," said industrial technology senior Sam Leung. "It's a neat idea."

"I think people just think they're speaking confidentially, so they're off the cuff. They're very often insulting. What they don't realize is it's all being recorded, and often those recordings are stored for a very long time. When you send a message, you lose control over where it goes."

Los Angeles police officer Laurence Powell learned that lesson after the Rodney King beating in 1991. "Oops!" began a message that Powell typed into his squad car's computer. "I haven't beaten anyone this bad in a long time."

"Pray for the U.N. leadership to get a clue and let us blow these bastards back into the stone age," Capt. Scott Zobrist wrote of the Bosnian Serbs.

TI-36X SOLAR
The solar choice for advanced algebra, trigonometry, chemistry, computer science and statistics.

TRASH: Community asked to keep streets clean

From page 1
A merchant with an interest in the problem to meet and discuss possible solutions.

"These problems make the downtown area less than desirable in the morning," said Eberle. "It's an area where people go to work, and to resist the urge to kick over a trash can," Eberle said.

"I made available on the Internet, much to the Pentagon's chagrin. "I think people just think they're speaking confidentially, so they're off the cuff. They're very often insulting. What they don't realize is it's all being recorded, and often those recordings are stored for a very long time. When you send a message, you lose control over where it goes."

Los Angeles police officer Laurence Powell learned that lesson after the Rodney King beating in 1991. "Oops!" began a message that Powell typed into his squad car's computer. "I haven't beaten anyone this bad in a long time."

"Pray for the U.N. leadership to get a clue and let us blow these bastards back into the stone age," Capt. Scott Zobrist wrote of the Bosnian Serbs.
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"Pray for the U.N. leadership to get a clue and let us blow these bastards back into the stone age," Capt. Scott Zobrist wrote of the Bosnian Serbs.

Air Force officials said Zobrist, stationed with O'Grady in Italy, sent the e-mail to a few military friends, never suspecting it would be forwarded, and forwarded again, until it was posted on the Internet for anyone to see.

Monsoon Hits Downtown
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Re: “Declaration”

Editor,

I am responding to the article published on Thursday, 21 February, “A Declaration of War.” I must say, I was very appalled by it. I share the feelings of anger expressed, but I cannot condone the comments made... and this is why.

The gang violence addressed is a problem that has been festering for some time and has become very serious. But this violence is not the real problem to be addressed, it is in fact a consequence of a deeper, more widespread problem growing in silent consternation.

The real criminals of this problem are sitting somewhere behind nice desks in air-conditioned offices.

Focusing back on the original issue, gang violence, I want to present a different point of view of the living conditions... up by members of the two most notorious gangs in Los Angeles, the Bloods and the Crips. A few of their requests were:

“All trees should be properly trimmed and maintained. We want all weeded/shrubbed areas to be cleaned up and properly nurtured. New trees will be planted to increase the beauty of our neighborhoods.

“All schools shall have new landscaping and more plants and trees around the campuses; completely upgrade the bathrooms, making them more modern. Possibly, each bathroom (female) will provide fresh-up toiletries at a minimum cost to the students.” (taken from the Utne Reader, Sept70:t. 1994 issue, page 74, on reserve)

The problem is unfortunately big and cannot be easily solved. It can only be worked at and improved. But ignoring it, not trying to understand it, will only make it worse. Please do your part to correct this... this one needs some attention.

Matthew J. Newcomb
materials engineering senior
Editor,

I finished reading “A declaration of war” by the Opinion Editor, Dawn Pillsbury, in a serious state of confusion and sadness.

Dawn, you endorse the typical reactionary and shortsighted argument of an ill-informed person removed from the reality. “Your “eye for an eye...” philosophy does not address many of the underlying causes of gang warfare such as an absence of peaceful community spirit within inner city housing projects, a general lack of hope and vision for the future in gang members, and a society in which a minority is capable of winning the race only after starting far behind the ruling white male class.

Do you want to be a slave?

By Dawn Pillsbury

It was an October courtship. She was a member of the Millionaire Real-Estate Club, and he was also a millionaire. They agreed that since they both had children by previous marriages, that they would not complicate things by combining resources. She would keep working, for she truly enjoyed her job. He was retired and enjoying his golden years.

But when he fell ill, she asked him to quit her work and take care of him. He offered to leave her a million dollars in his will, to repay her for lost income. She agreed and tended to him for several years until he passed on.

When his children found out about the change of inheritances, they contested the will. A judge denied her the million, saying it was a wife's obligation to care for her husband, and she could not be repaid for her labor.

That decision has been allowed to stand. And as long as it is, all the suffrage, “progressive” divorce and child custody laws mean as much as the amendment abolishing slavery before Jim Crow laws were struck down.

If wives are obligated to care for their husbands, to the extent that society decides, all women who decide to marry should demand the right to sing spirituals in their prenuptial agreements. If the nuclear marriage, she is as surely a slave as any Alabama freed hand before the Civil War.

And she'll have as much personal sovereignty. If you are assailed by a stranger on the street, aside from criminal charges, you may go to jail for 10 days. With battery is a crime now, in most states, but she cannot collect for damages. And despite all attempts to pretend otherwise, the laws with teeth are those with dollar signs on them.

Women are sovereign citizens of America, as long as they are single and childless. As soon as they are married, they are subject to the whims of both the state and their husbands. No one questions the marriage contract arranged by the government, and there is no substitute.

To find out what American marriage actually is, you would have to look through hundreds of years of English common law and American judicial decisions. And that could change any day. You do not sign up for the deal as it is the day you sign your marriage license. Your marital obligations change with every divorce granted, as judges amend the terms of the conjugal union.

Prenuptial contracts do not hold up in court. A couple cannot write their own ticket. They must take the government's deal or face societal censure as they "live in sin," and are unable to file joint income tax returns, visit each other in the hospital, or do so of the other things reserved for married couples. If tomorrow a federal court decides that husbands must bear half the children, that will be the terms of your marriage.

Also, government has the audacity to tell you who you can marry. A nation headed by the noble and virtous Billary has the sheer brazen to legislate the morality of same-sex marriages. They must not approve of any situation where someone gets screwed consciously.

Americal needs to break down this bastion of medieval thought. People must be free to contract their own partnerships. Rights do not disappear behind the household door, but are integral to our man, or woman, hood.

Dawn Pillsbury is the Daily Opinion Editor and eagerly awaiting someone else writing the commentaries.

Mike Sallaberry
civil engineering senior
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I lived in a small town in the 1970’s and the community was small and tight knit.

The op-ed piece written by Dawn Pillsbury is an excellent piece of work and I encourage her to continue to write. She is a great voice for the reader who is concerned about the issues facing our community.
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The agreement detailed security measures aimed at preventing conflict between radicals among the 140,000 Jewish settlers and the 1 million Arabs in the West Bank.

A summary of the agreement stated it would "allow the Palestinians to conduct their own internal affairs, reduce points of friction between Israelis and Palestinians and open a new era of cooperation and coexistence based on common interest, dignity and mutual respect."

The agreement followed nearly three decades of isolation, the second phase of the 1967 Israel-PLO peace process, aimed at giving the Palestinians a major step toward creating their own state. Other Palestinians said it gave them too little, and militant Jewish settlers vowed to do anything necessary to scuttle it.

The 460-page pact allows for Palestinian self-rule in 30 percent of the West Bank — containing most of its Arab population — after a step-by-step Israeli pullout. Israel has occupied the lands since the 1967 Mideast War.

The plan also allows for Palestinian elections. The accord was initialed in Taba, an Egyptian resort on the Red Sea, by chief negotiators Ahmed Qureia of the Palestinian Liberation Organization and Israe1's Uzi Sevir, just before the Jewish New Year holiday. The signing ceremony in Washington is set for Thursday.

"This is the work that this new year will be a real year of peace," said Arafat, the PLO chairman. "This agreement will open the door for a better future ... to create a new Middle East of security and peace."

The agreement followed a nightlong dialogue that clogged more than 80 hours of tense negotiations. Earlier Sunday, a shouting match erupted between Arafat and Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres and the PLO leader stormed out.

Arafat was angry that Israel refused to expand the borders of the self-rule enclave in Jericho. There were also reports he wanted a more specific timetable for the release of about 5,000 Palestinians in Israeli jails.

But Arafat relented after Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin promised to discuss the prisoner issue in Washington before Thursday's signing, Palestinian officials said. Other officials said talks got back on track after intervention by U.S. peace coordinator Dennis Ross and Egyptian officials.

Peres called the accord "the history in the real meaning of the word."

"It is a tremendous attempt to bring people that were born in the same cradle, who were fighting on the same fronts, to agree on a new future," he said. President Clinton called the agreement "a big step on the path to just and lasting peace in the Middle East."

Clinton telephoned five Israeli and Arab leaders — Rabin, Arafat, King Hussein of Jordan, President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt and King Hassan of Morocco — to invite each of them to a formal signing ceremony Thursday at the White House, said White House spokeswoman Sidney Blumenthal.

The spokesman said all except Hassan, who cited a scheduling conflict and said he would send a representative. Extremists on both sides of the political divide in Israel and the West Bank pledged to wreck the accord.

Militant Jewish settlers warned of bloodshed and vowed violent opposition. And as news of the pact spread in the West Bank, some were disappointed the agreement will not bring a full Israeli withdrawal. Some troops are to remain to protect the 450 set­tlers living among the city's 120,000 Palestinians.

Rabin said Palestinians would get control over 30 percent of the 2,770-square-mile West Bank, which is about the size of Delaware.

The accord distinguishes between the seven cities where there will be full autonomy — Jenin, Nablus, Tulkarm, Qalqilya, Ramallah, Bethlehem and most of Hebron — and rural areas where overriding security authority will remain in Israel.

The 13,000-strong Palestinian police force is expected to carry out joint patrols with Israelis in some areas. But the Palestinian police will not have authority to arrest Israelis.

The Israeli withdrawal will clear the way for Palestinians to elect a 82-member self-rule council with legislative and executive branches. Palestinian want elec­tions before Jan. 20, but some said they would wait until March, the deadline for an Israeli troop pullout from Hebron.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Republicans again put off a vote on cutting popular student loan programs Friday, unable to agree if reductions should hit college, students or lenders the most.

"I don't think any of us come to this session with any real relish for what we need to do," said Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, R-Kan., chairwoman of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee.

Both Democrats and other Republicans have criticized Kassebaum's strategy for making $10 billion in cuts by spreading reductions among students, parents, colleges and banks.

Republicans, facing heavy lobbying from colleges, dislike her proposed new fee on universitiess. Democrats, meanwhile, want to make fewer cuts altogether.

The issue has proved troublesome because Senate Republicans generally want to cut less from student loans than House Republicans. Under the seven-year balanced budget plan, however, Republicans in the two houses agreed the amount would be $10 billion.

The issue is particularly sensitive for middle-class voters putting children through college.

Sen. Dan Coats of Indiana, to cut the $10 billion by halting President Clinton's direct-lending alternative to the current guaranteed loan system.

Kassebaum refused. But she also voted against an amendment by a fellow Republican, Sen. Dan Coats of Indiana, to cut the $10 billion by halting President Clinton's direct-lending alternative to the current guaranteed loan system.

That also would have ended students' option of making smaller loan repayments after graduation, based on their income, Kassebaum noted afterward.

Kassebaum planned to offer her plan again Tuesday and predicted it would gain enough votes. Coats said he would probably vote for it. But Kassebaum acknowledged she may yet lose when the plan reaches the full Senate.

Kassebaum's plan would charge universities a new fee of less than 1 percent, based on the amount of their students' loans. Under the seven-year balanced budget plan, however, Republicans in the two houses agreed the amount would be $10 billion.

The issue is particularly sensitive for middle-class voters putting children through college. At Friday's meeting, Democrats tried to persuade Kassebaum to refuse to make the cuts altogether.
GEAR UP FOR Campus Survival!

IN THE DORM

49.99
Voice-activated micro answering
Great for use near PC or TV. 4" woofer and 1" soft-dome tweeter.
Black. #43-2248MB. White. #43-2249MB

Shielded die-cast 2-way A/V speaker
Lighted keypad for dialing in the dark. Three colors.
White. #43-9889MB. Ammon. #43-9899M. Gray. #43-9890MB

34.99
AM/FM cassette music system with E-Bass
Compact speaker lets you store the music, headphones let you listen privately in class.

19.99
Indoor TV/FM antenna
Improves reception
Fine-tuning control for clearer picture and sound.

IN THE CLASSROOM

39.99
Microcassette recorder
Great for recording class notes. Easy one-hand operation. Two speeds.

39.99
Scientific calculator
Stores up to 12 frequently used formulas and runs them with just a few keystrokes. No entries.

49.99
Advanced thesaurus
Small enough to carry in your backpack or purse. 44,000 words and phrases.

Radio Shack Gift Express
We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it anywhere in the US via FedEx delivery service. For a store near you or to order, call 1-800-THE-SHACK.

Radio Shack
You've got questions. We've got answers. TM

THE REPAIR SHOP
RadioShack
Out of warranty? No problem! We fix most major brands of out-of-warranty electronic devices. For a store near you, call 1-800-THE-SHACK.
CHEAP.
MAC.
NOW.

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

Like, duh.

Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh easy. So easy, in fact, that prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. And with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take home a Mac™ without having to make a single payment for up to 90 days. Which means you can also take home the power to make any student's life easier. The power to be your best.

Cal Poly Back-to-School!
For more information visit
El Corral Bookstore Computer Department
Hours: Mon-Thur. 7:45am - 6:00pm; Fri. 7:45am - 4:30pm; Sat. 10:00am - 3:00pm

While Supplies Last!

Cal Poly Back-to-School!

CALL 800-927-3524

EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE

CASHIERS/STOCKERS

HELP NEEDED

For Huge Clothing Sale
featuring Victoria's Secret and Structure

National liquidator offers $5.00 hr plus employee discount to qualified staff. Position lasts one week only from Sept. 25th thru Sept. 29th. Apply in person (ready to work) on Mondays, Tuesdays 6am to 9pm at VET HALL, 801 Grand Ave., SLO. Various shifts available from 6am to 9pm. Call 800-927-3524

VOLUNTEER WANTED
PARTICIPATE IN CITY GOVERNMENT

The City of San Luis Obispo is seeking a volunteer to serve as a Student Representative on the Mass Transportation Committee (MTC).

The MTC, which meets on a quarterly basis, reviews the City's bus transit system performance, schedules/bus routes, marketing and system complaints. The MTC also makes recommendations to the City Council regarding equipment for the bus system.

If you are a registered voter living within the San Luis Obispo city limits, you may apply for that opening. Preferred candidates should anticipate maintaining their student status for at least one year and be SLO mass transit users.

Applications are available in room #1 of City Hall, 990 Palm Street, or you may obtain an application by calling 781-7119. Please submit your application by Friday, October 6, 1995.
Ten terrorism defendants await fates, jury verdicts

By Larry Neumeister
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Prosecutors in the biggest terrorism trial in U.S. history accused Sheik Omar Abdel-Rahman and nine others of hatching a "monstrous" plot to bomb thousands of people in a series of bombings in New York.

But by the time the jury began deliberating Saturday, the defense had put the tactics of the nation's top law enforcement agency on trial, accusing the FBI of plotting to frame the defendants to revive its reputation.

"This case is about one of the biggest and most embarrassing moments in the FBI's history," defense lawyer John Jacobs told the jury in U.S. District Court.

Abdel-Rahman, a blind, Egyptian religious leader, is charged with leading 14 Muslims in a plot to bomb the United Nations, the FBI's Manhattan offices, the Holland and Lincoln tunnels and the George Washington Bridge — all in a single day.

Three defendants pleaded guilty, a fourth testified for the government and a fifth will be tried later. The remaining 10 defendants, if convicted, face maximum prison sentences ranging from life to 20 years. Deliberations continued Sunday and are expected to last about two weeks.

The sheik, prosecutors say, is a Muslim fundamentalist who saw the United States as Islam's worst enemy. He also is accused of inspiring others to kill Rabbi Meir Kahane in 1990, bomb the World Trade Center in 1993 and plan to assassinate Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak during a U.S. visit.

Abdel-Rahman's alleged role was giving followers religious sanction to bomb, assassinate, kidnap and kill to persuade the United States to change its Middle East policies.

When the trial began nine months ago, Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert Khuzami accused the defendants of devising "a battle plan that was so horrible, so monstrous, so vicious that if it had been successful the lives of every person in this city and in this nation would be changed forever."

Prosecutors played dozens of taped conversations that were secretly recorded by FBI informant Emad Salem. They showed videotape of five defendants allegedly mixing a bomb in a garage — although a prosecution expert testified the device lacked the right mix of ingredients to explode.

Prosecutors provided the jury with transcripts of speeches in which Abdel-Rahman urged attacks on the U.S. military in the Middle East. And they spent weeks showing evidence from the Trade Center bombing, even though none of the defendants was directly charged in the attack.

Learn the Classics—

Greater speed, more powerful performance

Adobe Acrobat software

and get a Lesson in Economics

Purchase Adobe Illustrator 5.5 for Macintosh and receive a $20 rebate.

Purchase Adobe Illustrator and receive a $20 rebate.

CONAL BOOKSTORE
COMPUTER DEPARTMENT 756-3311

$20.00

Adobe Illustrator® 5.5 is the latest release of this classic computer drawing and illustration program. Whether you use Adobe Illustrator for graphic design or as a tool to give your assignments a more professional touch, you will benefit economically from your classic approach.

Purchase Adobe Illustrator and receive a $20 rebate.

Limited time offer. Must be purchased by October 15, 1995. To receive your rebate, fill out the rebate form enclosed with your Adobe Illustrator 5.5 purchase, before November 15, 1995.

COU NOON ADDED

Adobe Illustrator, the professional design tool for creating visual communications and academic study in economics.

KEEP IN TOUCH WHILE ON THE GO!

PURCHASE A BRAND NEW NEC SPORT II PAGER FOR ONLY THREE PAYMENTS OF $19.00 (NO ACTIVATION FEE REQUIRED)

KEEP IN TOUCH WHILE ON THE GO!

PURCHASE A BRAND NEW NEC SPORT II PAGER FOR ONLY THREE PAYMENTS OF $19.00 (NO ACTIVATION FEE REQUIRED)

CALL PAGENET TODAY!

1-800-816-7111

LIMITED TIME OFFER
Sanders ends season early for surgery

By Rob Gostow
Knocked Free

SAN FRANCISCO — Deion Sanders ended his baseball season a week early Sunday so he can have arthroscopic surgery on his left ankle and join the Dallas Cowboys as soon as possible.

The San Francisco Giants were eliminated from playoff contention Sunday with a 3-1 loss to the Colorado Rockies, and Sanders said he will skip the Giants' final seven games to have surgery Monday or Tuesday in Miami.

Sanders, traded from the Cincinnati Reds to the Giants on July 21, finished the season with a .268 batting average in 85 games with six homers, 28 RBIs and 24 stolen bases. He hit .285 for the Giants in 52 games, mostly as a leadoff hitter.

Sanders, who was greeted with a mixture of boos and cheers in the last few games from San Francisco fans, signed a $35 million contract with the Giants earlier this month. Sanders starred as a cornerback on the San Francisco 49ers team that won the Super Bowl in January.

"To the fans who cheered me and who were with me 100 percent and to my teammates, God bless you," Sanders said. "For the fans who booed me and wanted to see Deion Sanders fail, God bless you, too. You're the ones who gave me strength."

Sanders initially injured his ankle with the Reds on May 31 while attempting to steal third base at Pittsburgh.

"We wish him well on his operation and hope he comes back to have a solid baseball season for us," Giants manager Dusty Baker said. "He was a great addition to the team. He played hard and he played hurt. I hope to see him back."

Though he was still playing baseball, the Cowboys placed Sanders on their 53-man roster Friday and put cornerback Kevin Smith on injured reserve. Sanders was designated as inactive for Sunday's game against Arizona.

Sanders' first appearance in the Cowboys' lineup could come as early as Oct. 15 in San Diego. After that game, the Cowboys have a bye week, putting off Sanders' possible debut with the Cowboys until Oct. 29 in Atlanta.

Sanders will be eligible for arbitration with the Giants next season, but has said he might consider sitting out a year rather than return to San Francisco for the baseball season.

On Sunday, however, he did not rule out a return to the Giants.

"It was a great time. I think I can be a lot better than a .260 hitter," Sanders said. "I would like to come back here next year."
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SPORTS

VOLLEYBALL: Iowa Cyclones beat Mustangs 3-0

From page 12

The Mustangs, and Cummings, hoped the confidence and momentum picked up from such an upset would carry over into Saturday's game against Iowa State and the University of California, Santa Barbara.

Unfortunately the Mustang's luck ran out.

On Saturday morning, the Iowa State Cyclones won three straight games to take the match and cost of the Mustangs.

The Cyclones touched down in Mott gym and blew the Mustangs away. The final scores were 15-4, 15-6 and 15-8.

"I didn't feel like we were ready to come out and play," Cummings said. "I thought we were a little sluggish in the first game and they came out and dominated.

The final scores of those games were 15-10, 15-6, 10-15 and 15-7.

The Cyclones too had received a wake-up call from Santa Barbara in the match preceding the Cal Poly-Pepperdine games.

The Gauchos beat the University of Iowa's 3-0. So far, the Mustangs are 2-7 in the season.

On paper, all three of these teams were better than us," Cummings said. "We proved that we could play at this level."

As for 23rd-ranked Pepperdine - the Waves went home from the tournament winless.

"We proved that we could play at this level," Cummings said. "We proved that we could play at this level."

The Mustangs, and Cummings, hoped the confidence and momentum picked up from such an upset would carry over into Saturday's games against Iowa State and the University of California, Santa Barbara.

Unfortunately the Mustang's luck ran out.

That evening, the Mustangs put up a fight against Santa Barbara, claiming a lone win in game three before being rolled 3-1 by the Gauchos.

"Santa Barbara kept the pressure on us in the second half, Northridge's senior midfielder Brandt Marott boomed a shot 18 yards out that had sophomore goalkeeper Greg Connell up with several saves, including a break away within the last five minutes of the first half. Connell finished with four saves on 10 shots.

The Gauchos scored goals in injury time.

That evening, the Mustangs put up a fight against Santa Barbara, claiming a lone win in game three before being corralling 3-1 by the Gauchos.

'The Mustangs, and Cummings, hoped the confidence and momentum picked up from such an upset would carry over into Saturday's games against Iowa State and the University of California, Santa Barbara.'
SPORTS

Cal Poly
Weber State

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Cal Poly
Loyola Marymount

MEN’S SOCCER

Cal Poly
San Diego State

SCHEDULE

TODAY’S GAMES
• Volleyball vs. Pacific @ Forest Grove, OR 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW’S GAMES
• Volleyball vs. Montana State

P O L Y B R I E F S

Men’s soccer upset by SDSU

Unranked San Diego State University upset the 13th-ranked Mustangs Sunday evening, 5-0, just two days after the Mustangs had a come-from-behind victory over Cal State Northridge last Friday evening.

Cross Country women finish first at Fresno Invite, Men 4th

The women’s cross country team placed first at the 31st Annual Fresno Cross Country Invitational on Saturday afternoon with a total of 24 team points, while the men finished fourth.

Senior Angela Crotte took the individual win with the setting pace of 17:55.

Crotte was followed by senior Kelly Shaw 5th, junior Melanie Hand 6th, sophomore Lori Fanzo 7th, freshman Amber Robertson 8th and Claire Becker 9th.

All 10 women runners placed in the top half of the invite, which also hosted Fresno State, Westmont, Nevada Reno, and Fresno Pacific. Fresno State placed second with 54 team points.

Sophomore Tim Domis placed highest for the men at 15th. Domis was followed by sophomore Joey Tavernier 23rd, juniors Nick Espenlaub 24th, Eric Engel 25th, Jose Sanchez 28th, and Ray Borman 29th, and senior Brian Cullum 37th.

Women’s soccer beats LMU

Once again it took a little extra playing time for the women’s soccer team to win. The Mustangs beat Loyola Marymount Sunday afternoon, 4-2, after freshman Gina Oceguera scored the game winning goal with an 8 yard shot from the right corner of the goalie box 1:31 into overtime.

Sophomore defender Alison Murphy lead the Mustangs with 13 kills each in the 15-10, 15-10 and 15-12 victories.

"This was a great win for us," head coach Craig Cinnings said. "We played steady against a team that has been unbelievably hot. This is a real benchmark for the team to realize what they’re capable of."

MORE couldn’t contain her excitement after the win.

"I’m so impressed with my team," More said. "We refused to let this one get away from us. Number 23 in the nation — I mean wow."

Land was equally pleased with the team’s performance.

"This feels great," she said. "We’ve had a shaky season, but we played a steady match. Our passing and defense were on tonight. This is a big boost.

See VOLLEYBALL page 11

SPORTS BAR

A TAVERN OF SPORTS NEWS

SCORES

FOOTBALL

Cal Poly .................................................................43
Weber State ...............................................................53

MEN’S SOCCER

Cal Poly .................................................................4
Loyola Marymount .................................................2

MEN’S SOCCER

Cal Poly .................................................................8
San Diego State ...........................................................5

Early win places Cal Poly third

By Mike Stopler
Daily News Writer

The third annual Royal Oak Cal Poly Classic began with a bang and ended with a fizzle.

On Friday evening, in match two of the six-match-round-robin tournament, Cal Poly beat the 23rd-ranked Princeton Wave in three straight games.

The Mustangs played consistent volleyball, never giving the Wave a chance to break away.

Outside hitters, juniors Heather Lee and Colleen More, led the Mustangs with 13 kills each in the 15-10, 15-10 and 15-12 victories.

V O L L E Y B A L L

"This was a great win for us," head coach Craig Cinnings said. "We played steady against a team that has been unbelievably hot. This is a real benchmark for the team to realize what they’re capable of."

MORE couldn’t contain her excitement after the win.

"I’m so impressed with my team," More said. "We refused to let this one get away from us. Number 23 in the nation — I mean wow."

Land was equally pleased with the team’s performance.

"This feels great," she said. "We’ve had a shaky season, but we played a steady match. Our passing and defense were on tonight. This is a big boost.

See VOLLEYBALL page 11

FOOTBALL

Brandon Scott, who came into the game when senior Mike Fisher was shook up after a few late hits, scored 26 fourth-quarter points.

Patterson said he took Fisher out of the game to protect his starting quarterback from injury because of his performance on the field.

Fisher was 16 of 30 with one interception and one touchdown when he was taken out.

"Mike Fisher is our quarterback," Patterson said. "How can you have a controversy when our quarterback is the best to ever play for this school. Mike Fisher is our quarterback.

While Fisher watched from the sidelines, Scott connected in the air with his receivers on four touchdowns. He finished the game 18 for 26, throwing for 256 yards.

One of those completions was for 71 yards to sophomore flanker Kamil Loud. Loud finished the game with three touchdowns and 157 receiving yards.

Patterson wasn’t surprised with Scott’s performance.

"We’ve always known he could perform like that," Patterson said. "It didn’t surprise me.

Cal Poly’s defensive performance was a surprise. With solid performances for the first three games, the defense posted a 51-21 shutout over Weber State. Quarterback Bryan Martin and his receiving crew, led by Jose Palagi-Williams, marched down the field on nine occasions for a score. Palagi-Williams had 261 receiving yards and scored one touchdown.

Cal Poly’s secondary, which has held past opponents to 176 net-passing yards, gave up 228 Saturday night.

M U S T A N G  D A Y L Y